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Abstract: Currently, user interfaces are defined by single applications but workflows may span multiple ones. In the result, users have to work with separated programs in parallel and deal with separated interfaces to fulfill their tasks. In desktop computing with extensive screens, working with several opened windows might not be eligible but bearable. For mobile devices with very restricted interaction capabilities (e.g. scarce screen estate), the limitations of traditional UIs become a barrier. Therefore we argue that not applications but workflows and tasks should be the determinant for the user interface. This paper introduces in the research question about how to identify the user’s current task and focuses on how to reorganize user interfaces across multiple concurrently used applications.

1 Motivation and Introduction

When using desktop computers or ubiquitous devices like PDAs, features required to complete a given task usually span across different applications. In ubiquitous computing scenarios, display resources and user interaction options are typically very limited. Current mobile operating systems tend to display only the user interface of the application in focus, hiding other applications which might be relevant to the current workflow. In our recent publication [BK07], we call this behavior greedy screen allocation. Greedy screen allocation disrupts the user’s perception of information and actions relevant to her working context. In order to find the hidden information again, the user is forced to switch to another application, loosing the user interface of the first application out of sight. Lack of orientation and a decreasing productivity might be the consequences. Therefore we argue that not the predefined interface of an application should define the UI view but workflows and tasks should be the determinant for user interfaces.

The first arising question is: how can we identify the user’s current tasks and workflows? Since this is out of focus of this paper, we assume the working context to be available in form of an aggregated sensor.¹

¹Such a sensor will take several basic context data into account, like calendar entries, interaction history, running programs, existing indexed documents, accessible devices e.g. printers, incoming or currently open phone calls, etc.
In this paper, we focus on two other research questions: What kind of preparation is needed to break down the applications into features that can be provided with separate UIs? How can we reorganize and put together the user interface of multiple cooperatively used applications? Section 3 discusses these questions and provides the model-based approach of interface fusion. In section 4 we present related work that can be helpful for further investigations. Finally, in section 5 we give an outlook to planned future work and summarize the findings of this paper.

2 From Applications to Tasks

Even in ubiquitous computing where the computing unit and devices become embedded and interaction becomes seamless, adaptation of programs and user interfaces needs to be somehow traceable by the user. This traceability is assured if the users perceives adaptations as being related to his current interaction or working context. At the same time the adapting system is required to preserve interaction flows, i.e. the relation between the current interaction and the corresponding processing application. For example, an adaptation of the user interface should not lead to confusion by redirecting the voice input during a call away from a phone application to a karaoke machine, or more generally the mouse and keyboard focus from the current interface element to another one without any noticeable mediation.

To achieve the goal of plausible UI adaptation the system is required to infer the user’s current workflow from given data like the runtime environment or sensor input. In addition, to support cross-application tasks and guide perception focus, a way has to be found to merge relevant UI elements from different independent applications. As a first step for realization, we introduce a feature-oriented system perspective and concretize the raised research questions.

In a mobile and pervasive computing environment, borders between applications providing distinct features need to be blurred and controlling programs need to be interwoven. To support this adaptation, the following basic concepts are required:

**Segmentation** Developers are required to identify the independent features of their application. Even if still bundled together in one program, internally they are kept separately or split up. This might finally lead to different visual segments or other interactions (e.g. access to microphone, speakers etc.).

**Grouping** Due to the current task, features from concurrently running applications are grouped together and prioritized for visualization.

**Fusion** Different UI segments are merged into one perceivable unit, e.g. features of different applications are shown in an integrated manner. There are different concrete techniques of interface fusion: *Area Fusion* (which brings multiple UI elements into one shared area, but they still use different widget instances) and *Element Fusion* (different features use the same widget instance in a mixed mode, e.g. a list as shown in fig. 3(b))
3 Model-based Reorganization of Application Features

Context-based dynamic user interface fusion raises several challenges: identifying available features of concurrently running applications, extracting their interface elements relevant in a certain context, re-arranging them while balancing their competing requirements and achieving device constrained interface rendering in a flexible and portable way.

Feature segmentation requires semantic knowledge of application- or service-provided features and their user interfaces. A dynamic rendering of user interfaces against diverse and changing display parameters requires knowledge of the display element’s meaning. This correlation motivates the use of model-based or semantic interface descriptions.

In our approach, sketched in Figure 2, the feature providers have to describe the semantics of each available feature and its user interfaces. For this, model-based UI research has already yielded a set of suitable description languages, e.g. XIML [PE01] or XForms [BLMR04]. The described interface elements are put into mutual relationship by the Context-Aware Interface Decorator, based on the current working context. The context and the identified semantic relationships between elements are themselves parameters for a prioritization of the interface elements.

The semantic description of the available interfaces, decorated with relationship and priority information, is the input for a Semantic Interface Layout Engine. It is the task of this engine to render the actual device’s user interface taking into account device-specific constraints. Devices in mobile and ubiquitous computing differ in physical capabilities such as screen size and resolution, single or multiple output devices, and different interaction patterns such as multi-touch, pen-input, etc. This may result in very different layouts for the same fused user interface. Work in this direction has already been carried out, as for example in [EVP00], and might provide a foundation for the Layout Engine.

The simplest case of dynamic user interface fusion is Area Fusion: A working context im-
Figure 2: Semantic descriptions of the user interfaces of application’s features are mutually related and prioritized based on the current context before rendered as actual user interface.

plies the important features for the current workflow, so their according interfaces need to be rendered together. A more complex interface fusion is *Element Fusion*, where different features share the screen area and functionality of a particular interface element.

In our example, the user is about to have several business meetings at a fair, and related documents saved on her mobile device need to be at hand. This is supported by context-sensitive applications that filter and sort their documents according to the closest fair booth (see figure 3(a) and [MRS +07]). Nevertheless, the user has to manually switch between them when requesting information provided by another feature. With *Element Fusion*, all applications present their information in a common control, e.g. a listbox (see figure 3(b)).

### 4 Related Work

Several approaches for dynamic user interface adaptation have been proposed based on models such as roles and tasks [PS00, Nov06], data input- and output-flows and annotations [NFHS05] or visual component composition [XPJK03]. These approaches adopt an application-based view and do not yet take cross-application interface fusion into account.

Fine-grained adaptability of interfaces is the research aim on plasticity of user interfaces, as described for example in [Thé01]. Bisignano et al. [BMT05] sketch a framework for adapting user interfaces on devices for ubiquitous computing. The authors adapt the GUI and the displayed content but focus only on single applications and do not take the whole collection of features provided by different applications on pervasive devices into account.

Another approach for interface adaptation, described in [STB04], uses the AMF interaction model in order to deduct requirements from Abstract Interaction Objects.

A number of abstract interface definition languages and interpreters have been proposed in the last years (cf. XIML [PE01] and UsiXML [LVM⁺04]). *XIML* is one of the few abstract interface languages considering a “dynamic presentation reorganization”.
Three context-sensitive applications are used to deal with a single task.

Sharing of UI elements

Figure 3: Greedy screen allocation (a) urges the user to continuously switch between different applications. Hence, even with context-sensitive filtering of data much information remains out of sight. With *Element Fusion*, several applications can share a user interface element and present their information in an integrated way (b).

formiXML [SLV+05] supports rule based transformations between different abstraction layers. For supporting interface reuse Lepreux [LVM06] provides a theoretical foundation for merging existing GUI layouts statically. Bergh (cf. [dBC05]) works on reflecting current context-based user interfaces.

5 Summary and Outlook

In this paper, we address the problem of supporting cross-application context with *dynamic user interface fusion*, a technique to merge interface parts from independent applications or service providers. Dynamic interface fusion offers two techniques to integrate independent interface elements into one consistent user interface, namely Area Fusion and Element Fusion. Both are based on semantic specification of the application’s features and user interaction characteristics. The paper illustrates with an example how *Element Fusion* can support the use of a location-driven personal information manager.

The next step we plan is an in-depth research of the options for implementing each proposed architecture component. In parallel with solving technical issues, the interaction of users with fused interfaces has to be evaluated in practical scenarios. Enhancements in usability can lead to a more natural interaction with the computing device compared to today’s disruptions. We believe, this shift represents an important step towards seamless ubiquitous computing and defines a central requirement of computing research.
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